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CARTER C J

This is an appeal of a judgment ordering that a writ of mandamus

issue compelling a public retirement system s director to continue the

enrollment of two individuals and further ordering the two individuals

employer to continue making the required payments to the retirement

system

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Rhonda Ward and Valeria Tuggle are employees of The Town of

Homer d b a Homer Memorial Hospital HMH As HMH employees

Ward and Tuggle were members of the Municipal Employees Retirement

System of Louisiana MERS HMH terminated its contract with MERS

effective December 31 2006 and established a new retirement system for its

employees which is a Government Eligible 457 Prototype Plan drafted

under the provisions of Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Ward and

Tuggle desired to continue their membership in MERS an option they

contend is available to them under LSA R S 11 1752C MERS advised that

it would not allow Ward and Tuggle to continue their membership

Ward and Tuggle filed a petition for a writ of mandamus directing

MERS
I

to accept their election to remain MERS members MERS

opposed contending that Ward and Tuggle are not eligible to remain MERS

members The trial court determined that Ward and Tuggle are eligible to

The petition for writ ofmandamus names MERS board members as defendants

For ease ofreference we will refer to the defendants as MERS

2 Ward and Tuggle intervened in a class action filed by HMH and other HMH

employees against MERS and its board Ward and Tuggle opted out of the class action

which sought to have MERS transfer employee and employer contributions made on

behalf of class members to HMH s new retirement plan This court affirmed the trial

comi s judgment ordering the transfer in the companion case ofTown of Homer d b a

Homer Memorial Hospital v Municipal Employees Retirement System of

Louisiana 07 0899 La App 1 Cir 1221 07 unpublished Since Ward and Tuggle
opted out of the class action contributions made on their behalf were not ordered

transferred to the new retirement plan
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remam MERS members and ordered that a writ of mandamus issue

compelling MERS director to continue their enrollment The trial court

further ordered that HMH continue to make the payments required by MERS

relative to Ward and Tuggle MERS has suspensively appealed
3

DISCUSSION

The issue presented in this appeal is whether Ward and Tuggle have

the option to remain members of MERS and turns on the interpretation to be

given LSA R S 11 1752 which provides in pertinent pari

A Persons who are members of any fund or who are eligible
for membership in any fund financed wholly or partly by public
funds for the retirement of employees by the state of Louisiana
or by a city parish village or other political subdivision in the
state of Louisiana shall not be entitled to membership in this

system

C Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection A above any
member who becomes eligible for membership in any other
retirement system covering the same employment may elect to

remain a member of this system in lieu of membership in the
other system by filing a notice in writing with the board within

ninety days of becoming eligible Such election shall be

irrevocable Emphasis added

Ward and Tuggle contend they satisfy the requirements of section C

because they are now eligible for membership in HMH s new retirement

system which covers their same employment MERS disagrees contending

that section C applies only when members become eligible for membership

in another retirement system created under Title 11 Since HMH s new

retirement system was not created under Title 11 MERS contends that

section C does not apply to Ward and Tuggle

In resolving this issue we are mindful of the following principles of

statutory construction set forth by our supreme court in City of New

3
HMH has not appealed and supports Ward s and Tuggle s decisions to remain

MERS members HMH maintains its willingness to make all required payments
necessary on behalfof Ward and Tuggle as MERS members
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Orleans v LA Assessor s Retirement and Relief Fund 05 2548 La

10 107 So 2d

L Jegislation is the solemn expression of the legislative will
and therefore the interpretation of a law primarily involves the

search for the legislature s intent The starting point in

asceliaining that legislative intent is the language of the statute

itself In examining that language words and phrases are to be

read in their context and to be accorded their generally
prevailing meaning LSA C C mi 11 LSA R S 1 3 It is

presumed that every word sentence or provision in a law was

intended to serve some useful purpose that some effect is to be
given to each such provision and that no unnecessary words or

provisions were employed As a result cOUlis are bound if

possible to give effect to all parts of a statute and to construe

no sentence clause or word as meaningless and surplusage if a

construction giving force to and preserving all words can

legitimately be found

When a law is clear and unambiguous and its application
does not lead to absurd consequences the law shall be applied
as written and no fuliher interpretation may be made in search
of the legislature s intent LSA C C mi 9 LSA R S 1 4
When the language of a law is susceptible of different

meanings it must be interpreted as having the meaning that best
conforms to the purpose of the law LSA C C art 10 Finally
when the words of a law are ambiguous their meaning must be

sought by examining the context in which they occur and the
text of the law as a whole LSA C C art 12 Citations to case

law omitted

The plain language of section C states that the option to remain with

MERS is open to members who become eligible for membership in any

other retirement system covering the same employment MERS would

have this cOUli read the phrase created under Title 11 into section C so as

to restrict the option to members who become eligible for membership in

another retirement system created under Title 11 covering the same

employment We do not interpret the statute to restrict the option as MERS

suggests The phrase any other retirement system means any other

retirement system The law is clear unambiguous does not lead to absurd

consequences and shall be applied as written
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Ward and Tuggle became eligible for membership in HMH s new

retirement system covering their same employment Pursuant to LSA R S

11 1752C they had the option of electing to remain members of MERS

There is no dispute that they timely and properly exercised that option

MERS must accept their election to remain MERS members

CONCLUSION

Considering the foregoing the writ of mandamus was properly issued

and the trial court s judgment is affirmed Costs of this appeal in the amount

of 652 00 are assessed to the Municipal Employees Retirement System of

Louisiana

AFFIRMED
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